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Mahjong cheat sheet

I've been playing mahjong since 2012. I love the game, but I didn't own a series until last year when a friend gifted me one. Before I had a series, I got some friends together and Taught them to play Chinese mahjong in Julian Bradfield's majong program. It was great and we had a lot of fun play. The program helped
them learn by providing English tools on their titles and illegal actions disagrees. When you're playing with real titles, though, we don't have that luxury. I couldn't find a good reference sheet online, so I did one. It's inspired by the table on Wikipedia. I replaced some of the themes with them that I usually use (e.g. Arrow
was changed to Dragons) and replaced the images with Unicode characters. The three tile calls and definitions are also included below the table. This reference sheet is intended for Mahjong Chinese classics, but since Chinese classics are the most fundamental of versions, it can be adapted to teach the basics of any
version. This reference sheet is also available as a PDF, a PDF 4-up, and as an ODT. check sheetChineseChinese Classmahjongquick imgur.com/a/UHvS... You can be complicated. If a player goes Mah Jong with a special hand or a player called on a special hand in Mah Jong, the scores of the board but special apply.
Otherwise, the value of each hand is calculated, bonus points are added and, if appropriate, any duplicates then take place. The values in each hand are calculated as per the following two tables: Combination Exposure Minor Pung Combination 2 4 Pung 4 8 Minor Tileg 8 16 Major Kong Tile 16 32 Pair of Dragons 2 2
Pair of anticipated Van 2 2 Pairs of Clean Wind played a 2 To go Mah Jong 10 to draw the winning title from the Mi 2 to Go Mah Jong and the only possible title 2 once they have evaluated their core title, each player's score is doubled for each item in this table: Pung or Kong in the player's own air (hidden or exposed)
Double Pung or Kong in the stronger wind (hidden or exposed) Double Dragons Double Finally , some additional double that applied to the abortion that went To Mah Jong only. No Choosing Double But Non-Paying (4 Axes and a Pair) Double All One Suit with Some Dragons and/or Wind Double All Bigger Tiles and
Some Dragons and/or Wind Double All Dragons and/or Wind Double All Winds (3 Sets and Pairs 1 Double All Dragons 3 (2 sets and 1 pair) Double Go Mah Jong with a loopy Double Go Mah Jong and the last title of the Double Wall Go Mah Jong by Robbing Kong Double Rarely, a player can be named after his first
discad. This is called a Original Call. A Mah Jong Unimmers and those same 13 titles plus a discarded tyre or take off the wall in consequent turns. Double pungs / Kong in any one suit and a pair. No wind, dragons or chows. Double three times the player who went To Mah Jong is then paid by the other players the
amount scored from him. That the player who gets Mah Jong still win the round, though other players have noted the biggest amount of money. If East win, others are paying double. If not, East pays double. Each player loses any other player who loses with a hand of greater value, the difference between the two hands,
and pros paid and/or receives double the difference. Log in or Register to download files. Prev «1,2,3,4 Next » Mahjong:: British Rule Handbook for Mahjong By: British Rules using British Rules Mahjong.pdf (978 KB) A handy guide A5 to play Mahjong using British rules. Including the description of the different titles, how
to set up the titles, game players, calculate scores and tables of different but spread. At the end of the guide are locked sheets that can be used in gameplay. Apr 4, 2015 Mahjong::hkos-mj-specialhands.pdf By: usagi-san hkos-mj-specialhands.pdf (15 KB) 12 Max Point Special pattern for use with HKOS Mang Jong 17,
2007 Mahjong: Mahjong Herb Reference By: dougbass68 Mahjong Reference.doc (48 KB) One-leaf Reference contains definitions of basic mahjong terms, point value for hands including double, and a guide on how to score a round. I'm not sure what this tweak is, but I'm pretty sure it's not the American rules.
Comments welcome. Feb 9, 2008 Mahjong:: HKOS Variant Sheet Scam by: punkmonksf PMSFHongKongMahjong.pdf (396 KB) my friend and I play Hong Kong Old Style with some variants added to HK New Style. This is a surgeon sheet that we use to keep track of hand. HKOS is one of the most widely played
variants of Mahjong. This is not a set rule, only a score card that lists all but, the fans for full closing on a hand, and the conversion chart from fans to point to determined payout. Enjoy Dec 31, 2010 Mahjong: Hong Kong (old style) MJ Cheat Sheet by: aaarg_ink hkos-joypog-131231.xls (61 KB) Slightly modified into my
old score sheet. I removed my modified variants since I never used it, and I have added some highlights to note the common closing opportunities. You could easily play HKMJ with just the highlighted sets. January 1, 2014 hkos-joypog-110423.xls (61 KB) A toilet sheet with numbers and winds as well as close for HK old
style Mah Jong Scoring. Includes an alternator proposed (simplified) payout system. Please feel free to comment and suggest any changes. And it is released under creative ownership (sharing similarly) so please feel free to take the file and do whatever you want with it and of course reupload it! =). Apr 26, 2011
Mahjong :: Mah Jong Scoring Resume.doc: adriang Mah Jong Scoring resumes.doc (32 KB) Summary and List but Special Nov 15, 2002 Mahjong:: Mahjong.xls By: perezron Mahjong.xls (60 KB) Classic Summary Chinese in Spanish 2, 2008 Mahjong: Official Change Rule, Russian no:Pard Mahjong_rules_rus.pdf (408
KB) International Tournament Rules, at Russian / Официальные международные правила маджонга для соревнований Apr 22, 2009 Mahjong :: Limited But Not: Gamegrunt Mahjong Limit Hands.pdf (734 KB) Two illustrad pages described but are 17 from the American Code of Mah-Jong Act (1924). Standard under
the direction of the Bridge Selling Auction and Mah-Jongg Magazine, and this committee: Joseph P. Babcock, R. Foster, Lee F. Hartman, John H. Smith and Milton C. Working October 20, 2009 Mahjong: Stratajong.txt By: Retop Stratajong.txt (5 KB) How to play stratajong games with a seven real majong. Incomplete
rules but too worried for forums. January 26, 2010 Mahjong:: Zung Jung Mahjong v3.3 American Style Card by: GermanTod Zung Jung Mahjong Kat v3.3.pdf (240 KB) A map Zung Mahjong made in the American NMJL style, i.e. 6 x 6 square tri-fold. Print and literally cutting &amp;&amp; anger on stock paper or
construction paper. I used two pieces of 12 x 18perfoot construction, used a paper knife to exactly cut them in half to create four 6 x 12 pieces, and created four four ways this way. I've included section 11, bonuses for flowers &amp; flowers; Season. I have also included condensed instructions for the back of the map. I
suggest using the official score of 25 when one doesn't play with Flowers/Seasons, but 30% when one does. Pictures in the file card are available in the image section. If you think the document needs any editing, I would also gladly upload it to its original docx version too. March 2, 2014 Mahjong:: Zung Jung 3.3 Plays
help by Denis by: Akral Zung Jung 3.3 Plays help by Denis.pdf (119 KB) and carefully played for Zung Jung 3.3. Jul 30, 2016 Mahjong:: References to reach majong tiles By: ezzetabi mahjong_handout.pdf (17 KB) Cheat-leaf with all names in the titles for arriving in majong. Good for beginners or property in sets without
Sahara numbers. Apr 26, 2013 Mahjong:: All Titles - Domino set by : Jupklass Majhon_All.pdf (435 KB) All titles ready for paste on domino wear :D May 2, 2013 Mahjong: Mahjong Wertungstable Excel By: Duplexo Mahjong:: Official 2014 Mah Jong Kat (More Mah Jong Hands for 2014) By: GermanTod 2014 Printed
Belvelable Mah Jongg Card.docx (2.47MB) Thrilling Mah Jongg is a fairly new American Mah Jongg upstart company based in Houston, Houston, TX. They bill themselves as making an alternative to the AMJA card alternatives, the most official U.S. Mah Jongg card still produced by the NMJL. But these alternative are
fairly chemical and witty, and they offer an interesting alternative and challenge to the NMJL card if desired and still play according to the standard/official NML rules. You can just cut these out and paste them on colorful paper charts with a rainccast stick so that it's folded into three sections. On the other side, there's the
year 2014 in the horse cover picture and the rules/assists. Page 1 (Section: Same Match, at Odds with, Atomic Hands), Page 2 (Section: Annual Newsletter, comes in the 3, Size 14,) and Page 3 (Section: Run wild and free, MJ, Word and Action.On the Mah Jongg Card, A =Any Tile, M=West(top to bottom),
J=Joker,L=7(top bottom), and I=1 Jan 24, 2014 Mahjong::My HKOS Score Sheet (Editing) By: GermanTod Shanghai.zip (28 KB) Shanghai Font needed to quickly see card cover. Feb 27, 2014 House Cantonese Card.docx (63 KB) I Hong Kong (Cantonese) Rules Card, resize in NMJL's NMJL card style. It's a tri-fold
and adjust easily on the table behind your walls or shelves. Pictures come to help organize it. Feb 27, 2014 myKOS closed chap leaf.docx (20 KB) Everything from Hong Kong Old Style closing + a few additions from the new style which are clearly marked as table rules if you don't want to use them, but groups I enjoy
are. (A few typos corrected from the previous post) Feb 16, 2014 Mahjong:: Printed Note sheet keeps Track of scores by: Heikai zung_jung_score_table_big.docx (14 KB) A larger version including a line for total dots after each hand. January 1, 2018 zungng note tab.docx (16 KB) works well with Zung Jung because their
states dealer / east after each hand. Apr 2, 2014 Mahjong:: Zung Jung Majong hoja summarized by: Franchi ZJMJ_ESP.pdf (795 KB) Hoja recommendations compact compact death of puntuacion Zung Jung, against the inventory of Ace Piazza del Jigo de ace combinaciones de las combinaciones. By including the
piazza ace puntuaciones bonus, el east machines many simple mass ellas. Sep 2, 2014 Mahjong:: Zung Jung Mahjong foils summary by: Franchi ZJMJ_FRA.pdf (794 KB) Foil summarized compact system due to scores of Zung Jung, advanced oil booster des tuiles du gameplay and basic combinaisons. Pass
continents less tuil and note bonuses, tilt the system of est beaucoup plus simple sense. Serp 2, 2014 Mahjong:: Simple Hong Kong Magjong CHART *FRONT PAGE *** By: ebqman Simple HK Mahjong Rule Back Ver3 UPDATE.pdf (80 KB) This is THE PAGE BACK FOR THE SHEET... October 4, 2014 Simple HK
Mahjong Rules Front Ver3 UPDATE.pdf (31 KB) This is the simple Hong Kong Version we play here at home that doesn't require you to have to remember all the special hands or rules of the *normal* version of Hong Kong Mahjong... This FRONT page lists the special hands with the * Values.NOTE: There is a page
back to this as well... Sep 4, 2014 Mahjong:: Japanese RiicHi Mahjong Yakulist and Score v1.5 By: zenon49 Japanese_Riichi_Mahjong_Yaku-_and_Yakuman-List_v1.5-bgg.pdf (11.12MB) A detailed list of all large yakus with description, scores and colorful examples. December 5, 2018 Mahjong:: Zung Jung Mu Cheat
Sheet v3.3 English by: thebryanchoy ZungJungScor 3.3.pdf (412 KB) Creates a visual scoring page 1 double sidded cheat sheet for teaching the game to the players. There are visual representations in each hand. Cheating amount of credits goes to world-series-of-mahjong-scoring and they pay quixotequest Nov 8,
2018 Mahjong: Summary for classic Chinese Mah Jong.doc by: otrex Summary for classic Chinese Mah Jong.doc (31 KB) Summary of firmware for Mah Chinese Classic Mah Jong. my previous record with a couple clarifications. Also it should be noted that this is for classical Chinese Mah Jong, not HKOS (Cantonese)
as that already. Jul 12, 2005 Mahjong:: Mahjong Reference Kat.doc By: ed95005 Mahjong Reference Kat.doc (81 KB) Taiwan Mahjong reference sheet, including summary surface and tile translation. March 7, 2007 Evidence 1, 2, 3, 4 Next »
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